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The fastest way to get there
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The fastest way to get there
is to buy the right genetics. Registered Angus Cattle since 1952

Owned with Millcreek
Farm, West Mansfield, OH

One of the Angus breed’s
premier growth and
muscle sires, DIVERSITY consistently sires thick, good-
doing progeny with extra length. His sons are showing
up well in test stations across the country, and his
daughters are problem-free with excellent ratios.
$20/Straw • $40/Certificate

+13 .73 +.23 .76 +.16 .73 +.033 .71 -.28 .71
CARC MARB REA FAT %RP

+.05 .81 +.44 .81 +.003 .81 +.23 .81

Ultrasound Body Composition EPD
%IMF RE FAT %RP

+4.7 .99 +53 .99 +25 .82 +104 .97 -.45 .99
BIRTH WEAN MILK YEARLING SC

A member of one of the most powerful flushes ever
born at Sydenstricker’s. FOCUS 9095 has generated one
of the best proven BW to WW spreads in the Angus
breed. As phenotypically powerful as his EPDs, 9095 is
well on his way to becoming one of the breed’s top
high maternal, calving-ease sires.
$16/Straw • $40/Certificate

I+5 .29 I+.16 .29 I+.03 .29 I+.000 .28 I-.02 .28
CARC MARB REA FAT %RP

+.07 .48 +.01 .48 +.002 .49 -.14 .48

Ultrasound Body Composition EPD
%IMF RE FAT %RP

-.7 .81 +52 .75 +26 .60 +80 .72 I+.36 .31
BIRTH WEAN MILK YEARLING SC

Owned with Van Nice
Angus Ranch, Silver Star, MT

A breed legend for his
ability to combine calving-
ease with growth and ruggedness. FAME’s brand-
name recognition and proven carcass genetics are
essential for an A.I. service sire. A Pathfinder sire,
FAME’s 3,791 daughters have weaned 6,092 progeny at
an average weaning ratio of 99, and maintain a “perfect”
1.0 calving-ease score.
$16/Straw • $40/Certificate

+10 .94 +.22 .95 +.31 .94 +.016 .93 +.12 .93
CARC MARB REA FAT %RP

+0 .93 -.05 .93 -.016 .94 +.06 .93

Ultrasound Body Composition EPD
%IMF RE FAT %RP

+.9 .99 +47 .99 +6 .99 +79 .99 +.95 .99
BIRTH WEAN MILK YEARLING SC

Semen Certificate
SAF CONNECTION $25 $40
LEACHMAN BOOM TIME $20 $40
SYDGEN REFOCUS $25 $40
VDAR NEW TREND 315 $15 $40
SAF DIRECTIVE $16 $40

20 unit packages
of FOCUS still

available at $50
per unit

All sires available through the ORIgen network
or by contacting SydGen at (573) 581-1225.
Volume discounts available on most sires. 

Owned with Neil Angus,
Brookfield, MO
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